
5th April 2012

Run Number 203

Starting at The Belvedere, Sugnall Street, Liverpool 

The Pack: Snoozanne, Carthief, FCUK, Compo,  ET (Hare), 

A reduced Pack (did that mean that they had experienced ET runs before?) 
so the victims had to spread themselves out a bit.

The Hare announced that it was friendly run with Checks, Regroups and a 
Check back or two.

The Hare carefully steered us up Falkner Street via 



and away from the On Inn. We followed the arrows around Falkner Square 
and into the salubrious Grove Street.

Princes Avenue followed and then South Street and the boarded up houses.

A 

partially kept the Pack together and then a High Noon moment

followed by FCUK making his usual mistake 



Compo and Carthief tried balancing for some reason best known to 
themselves.



The Regroup was spotted and 

Then the Hare pointed out this house in 



The missing window sill was a partial clue and the Hare eventually told us that 
Ringo had lived in the house at some point. Wiki says he was born there. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/10_Admiral_Grove

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/10_Admiral_Grove


The deserted street gave us the idea of re-creating the Abbey Road scene but 
with very foreshortened  zebra stripes and no Belisha beacon 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belisha_beacon

Several streets later and this curiosity presented itself

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belisha_beacon


A brief encounter with Princes Park and we found ourselves running up 

Followed by 

Those of you who were watching TV in the 80s in the UK may remember 
Bread http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bread_(TV_series)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bread_


Elswick Street was the opening scene.

From the Wiki entry



Down to the bottom of Elswick Street and an impromptu Hash view

The steps followed.



And we were on Riverside Drive after a small challenge



With few Checks the Pack got strung out along Sefton Street and the FRBs 
missed the pub stop. The Hare realizing this persuaded Compo to forego the 
pub stop (how did he do that?) and we all ran in sans lubrication.

Snoozanne provided the food and there being no Hare there was a 
democratic vote to give everyone a Down Down.

The Pack retired to the Belvedere and the usual Easter chocolate rabbit raffle

Spanish cider was spotted (bad luck Tia Maria)


